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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2401: Thrive in Calamity and Perish in Soft Living! 

“Fight? How to fight …” 

Yu Tanzhi laughed coldly and wanted to shoot a sarcastic remark, but he swallowed his words back 

when they reached the tip of his tongue. 

Ye Yuan’s current identity was different, if he did not watch his mouth again, it would not be as simple 

as having his strength taken back anymore. 

Sure enough, Profound Secrets gave him a glance. 

This glance made him feel like he fell into an ice cellar. 

However, Yu Tanzhi’s question was similarly what everyone’s question was. 

How to fight? 

Ye Yuan slowly said, “No matter what, to battle is the best way to increase strength! Regardless of 

whether it is 100 years or 1000 years, how much strength can be improved will depend on our good 

fortunes!” 

Although Ye Yuan could use time law to groom powerhouses, this would mean he would not have time 

to go and cultivate anymore. 

Furthermore, wanting to create a small world that could accommodate thousands of martial artists 

would expend a great deal of energy in the first place. 

s 

Regardless of whether it was the Heavenly Hidden World back then or the current Primeval War Realm, 

it expended the two generations’ Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s countless manpower and 

material resources. It was not something that could be accomplished overnight. 

This kind of method was clearly not too suitable for the current situation anymore. 

Ancestor Lightning’s expression was somewhat ugly, and he said in a solemn voice, “What kind of 

solution is this?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Otherwise? The few of you Dao Ancestors rush to the divine race and finish off all 

of their progenitors?” 

Ancestor Lightning’s throat choked up, and he immediately shut his mouth. 

Three great Dao Ancestors taking action at the same time could not do anything to Tian Qing too. If they 

went, they absolutely would not gain any advantage. 

This battle completely made both parties become fearful of each other. 
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After Shang Hang mused for a moment, he suddenly spoke up, “I feel that this idea can work! In the last 

Doomsday Battle, although the powerhouses on our side nearly died out, they didn’t gain any advantage 

either! Apart from Tian Qing, the other progenitors’ states shouldn’t have recovered to their peak yet! In 

terms of the number of experts, all of our races added together is ten times, even 100 times of theirs! 

Even if we use human lives to stack, we can also stack them to death! What we lack most here, is a 

combat force that is capable of fighting with Tian Qing!” 

Speaking of this, Shang Hang’s expression was unprecedentedly solemn as he said, “If Tian Qing doesn’t 

die, even if all of the other members of the divine race are killed, it makes no difference too! His combat 

power is already strong until it can ignore the number of people!” 

At this point, everyone’s gazes concentrated on Ye Yuan. 

If there was someone here who could reach Tian Qing’s height, it would be none other than him! 

The eternal Saint Azure, the legacies left behind overthrew the divine race’s rule. 

Who else was there in this world? 

Profound Secrets’s expression was solemn as he said, “Lord Saint Azure, can … you do it?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Time is too short. I don’t know whether it will work or not too. Do 

what we can and leave the rest up to fate then! At this point, there’s already no other way. There’s only 

to fight!” 

As he said, he turned his head to look at the other unpredictable children, and said calmly, “You guys, 

who’s willing to brave life-and-death together with this saint?” 

“Me!” 

Ye Yuan’s voice had yet to fade when a figure already stepped forward. 

It was none other than precisely Wan Zhen! 

“Me!” 

“Me too!” 

… … 

Very soon, there were many people who came forward. 

However, even more people exchanged glances, seemingly having the intention of withdrawing. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he could not help sighing slightly too and said, “Times have changed, the 

hearts of the people have also changed!” 

Still remembering when Saint Profound died in the cause of justice, what a noble spirit he was! 

The geniuses of that era also used actual actions to comfort Saint Profound’s spirit in heaven. 

But in this epoch, the human race had stayed in a comfortable environment for too long. 



Even if they knew that it had already reached the point of life and death, they were still not willing to 

risk their lives. 

Because they had never experienced before that feeling of humiliation. 

Without humiliation, how could there be the ambition to risk one’s life? 

Shang Hang sneered and said, “Thrive in calamity, and perish in soft living! Seeing these people who 

cling to life and fear death, this ancestor somewhat regrets what I did back then!” 

Profound Secrets similarly smiled coldly and said, “Those who are afraid of death tend to die faster! 

Doomsday Battle, no one can stay aloof from it! Do you all think that by not going, you’ll be able to 

live?” 

Everyone exchanged glances. Only then did some people step forward again. 

The majority of the people still harbored hopes of getting lucky. 

Maybe they could survive? 

If the sky fell, there would always be the tall folks holding it up. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “The rest, all leave then!” 

Among 1000 people, the ones who stepped forward in the end were less than 300 people. 

What made Ye Yuan a little surprised was that Pang Zhen came forward too. 

He and Pang Zhen were not on very good terms. So he did not expect that this guy still had some guts. 

His gaze swept over everyone and said, “You guys staying behind, do you know what you’re going to 

face?” 

Wan Zhen immediately said, “For men, death is but death! Can there be unbroken eggs when the nest is 

totally wrecked? Don’t even know this bit of logic and they also dare to call themselves geniuses. Those 

people really wasted all their years of living!” 

Pang Zhen snorted coldly and said, “How can my Pang Family have people who are afraid of risking their 

neck? Ancestor dares to battle, how can I, Pang Zhen, be so cowardly?” 

The nine great Dao Ancestors came from the last epoch. 

Although their strength was not considered top-notch at that time, they were considered to have 

battled for the rise of the myriad races. 

Although Ancestor Lightning had an appearance of impassiveness, a hint of imperceptible pride showed 

in his eyes. 

People who had experienced that era would not be hesitant to proceed when in front of such major 

issues of right and wrong. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not bad, you made me view you in a different light! Actually, if people don’t 

force themselves, they really won’t know how great their potential is at times! Although fighting is 



dangerous, it’s also the fastest way to break through! The divine race has as many experts as clouds, 

there’s no better whetstone than this! Perhaps this battle will be your road toward being canonized as 

an ancestor!” 

The remaining unpredictable children trembled all over, fighting spirit immediately igniting in their eyes! 

Being canonized as an ancestor, it was a great temptation to them as well. 

Although this battle was perilous, if they pulled through, it would be a smooth road! 

“Among you, there are some whose talents are not as good as those people who left. But I believe that 

as long as you guys can survive, your future accomplishments will definitely be higher than theirs!” Ye 

Yuan said firmly. 

Profound Secrets said, “Among the million unpredictable children, there are definitely many who are 

willing to join too. I’ll convene with all of them. These people, Lord Saint Azure will be in charge of 

them!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “There’s one more thing that needs to be entrusted to you.” 

Profound Secrets replied, “What is it, Lord Saint Azure? Feel free to give the order.” 

Ye Yuan said, “Lend me your Primeval War Realm to use. Let my Pill Tower’s alchemy path powerhouses 

enter and comprehend the Dao. With the time acceleration here, it might be able to give birth to Dao 

pill level powerhouses!” 

s 

Profound Secrets’ eyes lit up and he said with a nod, “I’ll obey Lord Saint Azure’s orders!” 

In the past, Profound Secrets looked down on the alchemy path because the alchemy path’s inheritance 

had already been cut off. 

But now, he knew that the ancient times’ alchemy path inheritance was left behind by Ye Yuan in the 

first place. Then what did he still have to hesitate for? 

In the past, Ye Yuan imparted Dao at Heavenly Eagle Bodhidharma. It was to guide those alchemy path 

powerhouses into Great Dao!” 

With the addition of time law, who knew whether Dao pill level powerhouses would be born or not? 
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Chapter 2402: Divine Children Legion! 

“Commander-in-Chief of the human race three armies, Ni Xuan, pays respect to Lord Saint Azure!” 

In front of Ye Yuan was a 60-year-old looking old man. 

This Ni Xuan was the commander of the human army, a Deva Fifth Blight supreme powerhouse! 

It was just that Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets had already notified all races that Saint Azure had 

returned and must be treated with the highest courtesy. 
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Ni Xuan was currently sizing up this young man, being incredibly shocked in his heart. 

He was a supreme powerhouse who attained Dao in this epoch and did not experience that era before. 

He was somewhat unable to understand why Lord Profound Secrets would be so respectful toward a 

junior. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and asked, “Talk about the current situation.” 

Regarding Ye Yuan’s attitude, Ni Xuan was a little unhappy about it in his heart, but he still reported the 

current situation strictly according to the facts. 

The divine race came out of the West Realms’ Abyss Suppressing Eight Realms. They were like a hot 

knife cutting through butter along the way and were already approaching the Middle Realms. 

The myriad races’ coalition force fought as they retreated. It was very difficult to stop the divine race 

army. 

The divine race’s individual combat power was extremely strong. After reaching a large scale, it became 

even harder for the myriad races to resist. 

The eight great supreme demon races that were originally living in the Abyss Suppressing Eight Realms 

suffered heavy losses. 

Fortunately, the myriad races’ reinforcements arrived, barely managing to stop the divine race army. 

But even so, the fallen powerhouses of the myriad races were already too many to count. 

However, both sides’ top experts were still maintaining restraint at the moment and did not really come 

to blows. 

Otherwise, the battle situation would be far from just this. 

Of course, this day would not be too far away too. 

When Ye Yuan heard this, his brows furrowed slightly too. 

In his view, the divine race smashing into enemy territory like splitting bamboo was not because they 

were too strong, but that the coalition forces were too scattered. 

Was the representation of the Unpredictable Children also not a microcosm of the myriad races 

presently? 

Regardless of whether it was the human race, demon race, or fiend race, the current fighting will could 

not be compared to back then at all. 

Lacking the courage to look death calmly in the face, how could they resist the powerful divine race? 

Also did not know whether the comfortable life that Shang Hang they all used blood to exchange for was 

right or not. 

Regarding this kind of situation, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was helpless too. 

Some things could not be changed by human strength. 



Profound Secrets contacted a million unpredictable children, but in the end, he could only recruit a 100 

thousand strong army. 

This 100 thousand army was handed to Ye Yuan to command now, arriving at the front lines. 

“Under Nine-marks, I want to go to the most dangerous place!” Ye Yuan said straightforwardly. 

Ni Xuan thought about it and said, “Because of Lord Saint Azure saying so, there’s really something that 

needs Your Excellency to make your way over!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows raised up and he said, “Oh, let’s hear it.” 

Ni Xuan said, “A few days ago, the dragon clan had an army who suffered the sudden ambush of the 

divine race, suffering heavy losses. Fortunately, this army had a young girl with an unusual gift. Under 

her crying, it brought down a great catastrophe, avoiding a disaster. However, they are still trapped in 

Upper Essence Valley, unable to get away. I sent an army to go and rescue them but was ambushed by 

the divine race army, and it was completely wiped out! With my judgment, this army might very likely 

be the divine race’s Divine Children Legion, their strength incomparably formidable. This army of Lord 

Saint Azure’s can just nice come in handy!” 

Ye Yuan listened halfway and his expression already changed. 

Bringing down a great catastrophe with crying, wasn’t this Long Xiaochun? 

Long Xiaochun was currently trapped in Upper Essence Valley? 

He frowned and said, “Then is there still hope of survival for this dragon race army right now?” 

Ni Xuan shook his head and said, “This can no longer be ascertained! Upper Essence Valley is a 

dangerous place to begin with; incomparably perilous. They also relied on geographical advantage to 

barely avoid a calamity. Even if they can avoid the pursuit of the Divine Children Legion, they might not 

be able to escape the dangers of Upper Essence Valley too.” 

Ye Yuan’s heart immediately sunk to the bottom. 

“Alright, the matter brooks no delay. I’ll go to Upper Essence Valley now!”After that, Ye Yuan did not say 

a word and turned around and left. 

... ... 

Along the way, Ye Yuan led the army and went at lightning speed. 

At the thought of Long Xiaochun that adorable little girl, Ye Yuan felt a gut-wrenching pain. 

He only hoped that nothing happened to Long Xiaochun. 

Ye Yuan even heard Ni Xuan saying that this Divine Children Legion was an army of the divine race that 

had a great reputation! 

One could say that it was virtually ever-victorious! 

There was once a human army led by a Deva Second Blight as the commander. They were crushed by 

this Divine Children Legion and the Deva Second Blight commander was killed in battle! 



It could be seen how strong the combat power of this army was. 

It was said that this Divine Children Legion was all composed of divine children who had been eliminated 

in the past. The numbers were no less than 200 thousand and they were virtually all late-stage Eight-

marks Heavenly Dao Realm super powerhouses! 

The divine race’s divine children, each of them had extremely strong combat power. 

Even divine children who were eliminated, their combat power could not be underestimated too. 

Even if they were not as good as divine children, they were likely not far off either. 

This scale of powerhouses, the numbers reached 200 thousand. Their combat power was simply too 

terrifying. 

Beside Ye Yuan, Wan Zhen warned, “Lord Saint Azure, if we rush over like this without due 

consideration, if we get ambushed by this Divine Children Legion, we’ll suffer heavy losses!” 

“Humph! Even though you’re Saint Azure, I hope that you cherish the lives of these unpredictable 

children too! Everyone came to train themselves, not to court death!” Pang Zhen said with a cold snort. 

Ye Yuan did not get angry, he just said coolly, “Relax, they won’t be able to ambush us!” 

It was a rapid march throughout the journey, the army did not even send out scouts. 

Although Wan Zhen they all had never experienced war before, they also knew that this way of doing 

things was very unreliable. 

According to normal methods, they should send some powerhouses with keen perception over to scout 

information. 

But Ye Yuan was seemingly not being cautious. In order to save people, he forgot about even this. 

At this time, Wan Zhen was also a little angry in his heart. 

Ye Yuan traveled through spacetime and returned as Saint Azure. Could it be that he would not listen to 

other people’s advice anymore too? 

When Ni Xuan was talking, he was present too. He knew that Ye Yuan had kin who were trapped in 

Upper Essence Valley. His kins’ lives were lives, while these unpredictable children’s lives were not lives? 

The army had not started fighting yet and differences already appeared within. 

Suddenly, Pang Zhen’s figure paused and he said in a solemn voice, “Everybody stop!” 

When he did so, the army just had to stop. 

Pang Zhen was the descendant of a Dao Ancestor. Even though his status was not as lofty as Ye Yuan’s, 

his rallying power was rather strong too! 

Most importantly, he was in the right this time! 

These unpredictable children were here to train. They could accept dying, but they could not go and die 

without rhyme or reason! 



Pang Zhen snorted coldly and said, “Apologies, Lord Saint Azure! It is not that I, Pang Zhen, am afraid to 

risk my neck. It’s really that your way of commanding the army is too dangerous. Any further in front 

and we might suffer the ambush of the Divine Children Legion at any time! You want to save your kin, I 

won’t stop you, but you can’t let everyone die in vain!” 

Even Wan Zhen was also standing on Pang Zhen’s size at this time. He said in earnest, “Ye Yuan, could it 

be that after you became Saint Azure, you won’t even listen to everyone’s earnest advice anymore?” 

The rest also revealed indignant looks, clearly being very unhappy with Ye Yuan’s action. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was very calm as he said with a faint smile, “I’m very gratified that you all can think 

for the safety of your officers and men! However, I’m not letting you all go and seek death! The Divine 

Children Legion is hidden in the forest 300 thousand miles away! I’m bringing you all to go and ambush 

them, and not letting them come and ambush us!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2403: How Did They Find Us? 

“You ... You know this?” 

Pang Zhen had a suspicious look on his face. He spread his divine sense out but did not discover any 

activity at all. 

Wan Zhen was the same as him, also unwittingly letting his divine sense out, and likewise did not notice 

anything. 

Hence, they expressed doubt in Ye Yuan’s words. 

“How do you know that they are in the forest 300 thousand miles away? Even if they are there, they 

have the means to hide their auras too, right? You can even discover it from so far away?” Wan Zhen 

said in amazement. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No matter how deep they hide, it can’t escape my perception either! If you 

don’t believe it, just go and take a look. But before this, let’s cover up our auras first!” 

When Ye Yuan’s realm was very low back then, he could already vaguely perceive Heavenly Emperor 

Profound Secrets’ probing. 

Now, Ye Yuan already became the supreme powerhouse of his generation. There were really not more 

than a few people who could hide from his eyes and ears in this world. 

Especially after comprehending spacetime law, Ye Yuan’s perception could even penetrate time and 

space. 

Although the Divine Children Legion hide very covertly, how could they hide from the present Saint 

Azure? 

While talking, Ye Yuan laid down a large formation, enveloping the entire army in it. 

Inside this large formation contained extremely profound spatial law. Even if a Deva Realm powerhouse 

was here, it would be hard to detect it too. 
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When Wan Zhen and the rest saw Ye Yuan’s means, each and every one of them was dumbstruck with 

amazement. 

The current Ye Yuan became increasingly unfathomable in their eyes. 

Utilizing sword formation to battle was one thing, covering an entire army of 100 thousand people in an 

array formation was another matter altogether. 

This kind of thing, probably even ordinary Deva Realm formation gods were unable to easily accomplish 

it. 

Only then did everyone somewhat understand why Profound Secrets, Shang Hang, and the rest were so 

respectful towards Ye Yuan. 

This existence who created an eternal legend was indeed not what mortals could gauge. 

The army concealed their aura and advanced quietly. 

But the Divine Children Legion opposite was completely clueless! 

A blue-shirt middle-aged man in the Divine Children Legion said, “Commander Tian Xu, we’ve already 

completely wiped out a human army the last time. Is there still a need to carry on waiting here?” 

Tian Xu was ranked second among the divine race’s Heaven Lineage’s nine elders and was also this 

Divine Children Legion’s chief commander! 

If Ye Yuan was here, he would be able to recognize that the one speaking was none other than precisely 

the Nineorigin who injured him badly back then! 

Now, not only did Nineorigin recover fully, his strength even went a step further, reaching peak Eight-

marks Heavenly Dao. 

He was merely a step away from being a Nine-marks sovereign! 

Nineorigin was an unsuccessful divine son from the previous generation. But his strength was at the top 

of the list among the failed divine children too, that was why he would enter the Profound Lineage’s 

nine elders. 

As for those true divine children, they had long already stepped into Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm, 

becoming supreme powerhouses of the divine race. 

Now, his strength improving further, he already assumed the post of Tian Xu’s deputy. 

Think about it, this army was composed of powerhouses at Nineorigin’s level, how formidable was their 

combat power! 

When Tian Xu heard that, he just smiled faintly and said, “Relax, there will definitely still be an army 

coming! I’ve already ordered people to spread the news out. Right now, the coalition forces that side 

should have gotten the news! Regardless of whether it is the human race or the demon race, they must 

come and save people! Otherwise, they will get hit with the reputation of abandoning comrades. At that 

time, the coalition forces will be divided in heart and divided in practice! Of course, I’d prefer that they 

don’t come.” 



Nineorigin’s eyes lit up and he gave a thumbs-up as he praised, “As expected of Lord Commander! This 

blatant scheme, the coalition forces won’t be able to crack it no matter what! If they come, who is our 

Divine Children Legion’s match? Not coming, they will be divided in heart and divided in practice, and 

crumble even harder when the hearts of people are scattered!” 

Got to admit, this move of Tian Xu’s was very brilliant. 

Large-scale battles were mostly below Deva Realm. 

And on this level, it was impossible for anyone to be the Divine Children Legion’s match at all. 

As for Deva Realm or Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm level powerhouses, their numbers were too few 

and large-scale battles rarely broke out. 

Furthermore, their fighting power was extremely destructive. So before the final battle began, both 

sides maintained relative restraint. 

Of course, it was also not that there were no Deva level fights. Both sides clashed many things and most 

of it ended with the victory of the divine race. 

The Doomsday Battle fighting until now, it was virtually a one-sided victory for the divine race. 

Tian Xu smiled smugly and said, “Therefore, we’ll stay here calmly and wait for them to come and die! 

This aura concealing grand array that Lord Tian Yu laid down is really useful! There are already quite a 

number of Deva Realm powerhouses who came over to investigate, but they didn’t discover us!” 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

... ... 

Tian Xu’s words had yet to fade when all of a sudden, the earth shook and mountains swayed. 

A horrifying energy undulation instantly smashed into the Divine Children Legion. 

For a moment, miserable cries echoed together. 

“Enemy attack!” 

“Quickly retaliate! There’s an enemy attack!” 

“Damn humans, to actually dare ambush us! How did they discover us?” 

... ... 

This Divine Children Legion was obviously well-trained. After encountering an enemy attack, although 

they were surprised, they did not panic! 

After a brief panic, an effective attack was organized very quickly. 

Furthermore, the Divine Children Legion was superior in numbers. 



Although the sneak attack this time caused heavy losses, it did not break the bones. 

But they had a question in their minds. How did the human army discover them? 

One had to know, even Deva Realm powerhouses came to investigate before but left in disgrace. 

Nineorigin was alarmed and said, “This ... How did the humans discover us? Furthermore, our hidden 

sentries actually didn’t discover them!” 

Tian Xu’s gaze turned dark and he said in a cold voice, “Looks like we ran into an expert! But, no need to 

panic. Even if they already discovered us, there’s no return for them either!” 

Done talking, he released his divine essence and said in a loud voice, “Everyone, don’t panic. All get into 

position and face the enemy!” 

Sure enough, under his word of command, everyone lined up into formation systematically and started 

confronting the enemy. 

On the other side, Ye Yuan also marveled endlessly. 

Circumstances changed with the passing of time. The myriad races and the divine race’s situation 

already quietly reversed. 

As the saying went, an army burning with righteous indignation was bound to win. Although the divine 

race was still haughty, they were the oppressed soldiers now. 

The rise of the myriad races was a humiliation to them. 

This time, they wanted to take it all back! 

And the last Doomsday Battle just happened to be the opposite. 

The Divine Children Legion’s fighting spirit was not what the humans could compare to at all! 

If his own army encountered an enemy attack, they would probably instantly be routed like a landslide. 

But this Divine Children Legion in front of him secured their positions very quickly. 

But Ye Yuan also understood that this was only the beginning. 

Without bloodshed, how could it create true powerhouses? 

He led his men in a charge, the True Nirvana Sword Formation blooming, charging into the enemy army. 

The True Nirvana Sword Formation was ever-victorious. But in such a scale of battle, especially when the 

opponents were all divine children level powerhouses, it was impossible for him to reap wantonly 

anymore. 

But even so, he was still like a sharp knife, stabbing into the enemy’s chest ruthlessly. 

He alone carved out a huge opening. 

And behind him, the likes of Wan Zhen and Pang Zhen were similarly incomparably courageous, killing 

until heaven and earth dimmed. 



The Divine Children Legion’s formation was not formed yet and was burst through by Ye Yuan. 

However, just as Tian Xu opened his mouth to speak, Ye Yuan’s divine sense captured a familiar figure. 

A hint of an imperceptible smile showed at the corners of his mouth. 
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Chapter 2404: Really Admire Your Courage! 

Nineorigin! 

Ye Yuan did not expect that he actually ran into Nineorigin here! 

It was precisely this person who forced him into a hopeless situation. 

It was also precisely this person who took Li-er away from his side, making them unable to be together. 

At that time, how high and mighty was this person. 

As if he looked down on everything in this world. 

But the Ye Yuan back then, nearly died on the spot even if they used their final trump card. 

That battle was also the most disastrous battle that Ye Yuan had experienced in his life. 

He practically fought until he reached the brink of collapse. 

Later, if he wasn’t lucky, he would probably have long already died. 

However, Ye Yuan did not immediately go find trouble with Nineorigin. He already locked onto 

Nineorigin and was not scared that he would run away. 

If he left alone right now, that was being irresponsible to the whole army. 

Without him charging into battle, this human army would likely fall apart very quickly. 

However, when Ye Yuan charged, the outcome was akin to a no-man’s-land. It still dealt a tremendous 

impact on the Divine Children Legion. 

Under his leadership, these unpredictable children were also all boundlessly fired up, being unrestrained 

and excited from killing. 

Although the opponent was very strong, a great battle with a scale of more than 100 thousand people, 

momentum was similarly important! 

Once unpredictable children were defeated, they would immediately fall apart. 

But similarly, once they became excited from killing their opponents, they would also go out of control. 

Currently, as they faced the Divine Children Legion which was twice as many as them, they actually did 

not fall into a disadvantage in the slightest. 

“How is it possible? Our Divine Children Legion is actually being suppressed!” 

“Where did this human army pop out from, to actually have such formidable strength!” 
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“Especially their commander, his realm is clearly not high, but his law comprehension is extremely 

terrifying! Where did this guy pop out from?” 

... ... 

The Divine Children Legion’s warriors were all incredibly shocked. Since they first made their appearance 

in the world, they had even killed before a Deva Second Blight supreme powerhouse, and had never 

tasted defeat! 

But today, they were actually being suppressed all-around! 

In their eyes, humans were too weak to stand up to a gust of breeze. An assault and they would be 

gone. 

However, this army’s combat power was strong beyond imagination, especially Ye Yuan! They unleashed 

all of their abilities but were still unable to stop him. 

Wherever Ye Yuan charged, there would definitely be a swathe of divine children who fell! 

One had to know, although these were unsuccessful divine children, for them to be able to compete 

with divine children, they had formidable strength to begin with. 

But they actually could not even block a same-rank human! 

This kind of thing simply subverted their understanding. 

The commotion on Ye Yuan’s side was noticed by Tian Xu very quickly. 

Tian Xu was a qualified commander. He used a very short time and determined where the soul of this 

army lay! 

“Ignore the others! Gather all your strength to deal with that white-shirt human! Remember, at all 

costs!” Tian Xu said with a solemn look. 

Under his word of command, the Divine Children Legion’s various leaders immediately brought their 

own squads and rushed over toward Ye Yuan crazily. 

They simply ignored the consequences and were completely using lives to stuff it up! 

For a moment, Ye Yuan’s pressure rose sharply! 

It was true that he was strong, but one person facing the 200 thousand strong Divine Children Legion 

was clearly too strenuous. 

After all, these were all not ordinary members of the divine race! 

But the heavy pressure on his side liberated the rest of the unpredictable children. 

The likes of Wan Zhen and Pang Zhen brought their teams to rush and kill non-stop. The Divine Children 

Legion suffered heavy casualties. 

This battle entered a white-hot stage very soon. 

Large-scale casualties started appearing on both sides. 



Beside Tianxu, Nineorigin’s entire body suddenly trembled and he exclaimed, “I-It’s him!” 

Tian Xu frowned and said, “You know him?” 

Nineorigin said in shock, “I’ll recognize even if he turns to ashes! It was him who forcefully knocked me 

down a realm! But how is this possible? At that time, his small world had already collapsed! He should 

have completely become a cripple! But it’s just been a short thousand years’ time, and his strength 

actually already grew to such a terrifying level?” 

Ye Yuan’s current temperament had already undergone earth-shaking changes from back then. 

Back then, he was still just a tender youth. But currently, Ye Yuan regained the name of Saint Azure and 

was already having the air of a sovereign! 

Furthermore, he was augmented with spacetime law, giving people a mysterious and hard to fathom 

feeling. 

Therefore, Nineorigin did not recognize him at first. 

But he was too familiar with Ye Yuan after all! 

For so many years, this had been a nightmare-like existence to him. 

Although he had a pyrrhic victory in that battle, his opponent was merely just an Empyrean Realm brat! 

This kind of victory was a humiliation to him. 

Nineorigin thought that Ye Yuan would become a cripple ever since then. 

Who knew that meeting again after a thousand years, Ye Yuan already grew to the extent of making him 

have cold feet! 

Just looking at his current combat power, fighting one-on-one, he would really be killing him like killing a 

chicken! 

Tian Xu naturally knew about Nineorigin’s matters. Hearing him say so, he was extremely shocked too. 

“It’s him? A human’s small world collapsing, how could he possibly cultivate to such a boundary within a 

thousand years?” Tian Xu said in shock. 

A thousand years, cultivating from a puny little Empyrean to an invincible Heavenly Emperor. 

This rate of progress was really too horrifying! 

A hint of viciousness flashed across in Nineorigin’s eyes and he said in a chilly voice, “Lord Commander, 

you mustn’t let this boy continue to grow! He must be killed today!” 

Tian Xu deeply felt that way too and said with a nod, “This boy is too terrifying. Furthermore, he’s 

already close to the Deva Realm! If let him continue to grow, the consequences will be too ghastly to 

imagine! I previously received news that there just happens to be three Nine-marks experts in the 

vicinity. I’ll send an Instant Message Crystal to them right now and request them to come over and kill 

this guy!” 



Nineorigin said in pleasant surprise, “Lord Commander is wise!” 

Tian Xu said, “This boy is too strong. We can’t let things continue like this anymore. I’ll go and face him!” 

Done talking, he leaped and joined in the battle. 

Although Tian Xu was peak Eight-marks, his strength was matchless in the entire Divine Children Legion! 

His status was like Ye Yuan’s status in the human army. 

His addition immediately greatly roused the morale of the divine children army! 

“Soldiers against soldiers, general facing general! Boy, I’ll challenge you!” Tian Xu looked at Ye Yuan and 

said in a cold voice. 

A hint of contempt showed in Ye Yuan’s eyes and he said coolly, “Are you a divine child?” 

Tian Xu could not help choking when he heard this. He was indeed not a divine child. 

But that was because the competition in the Heaven Lineage was too fierce! 

His strength when placed in other branch lineages was even somewhat stronger than divine children! 

Ye Yuan looked at his expression and immediately understood, and he could not help laughing as he 

said, “Even a divine son isn’t my match, based on just the likes of you? Still say soldiers against soldiers, 

general facing general, I really admire your courage!” 

Tian Xu gave a cold laugh and said, “Brat, you’re too arrogant! My Heaven Lineage’s strength isn’t what 

you can imagine! Although this commander isn’t a divine child, my strength isn’t the slightest bit worse 

than a divine child too! Dealing with you, it’s sufficient!” 

Ye Yuan just smiled slightly and said, “Is that so? Then ... bring it on!” 

Tian Xu was sent into a flaming rage by Ye Yuan’s contemptuous attitude. 

It was only to see his aura being released, and a horrifying Heavenly Dao pressure suddenly descended. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s True Nirvana Sword Formation suddenly activated. 

Puu, puu, puu ... 

Countless sword intent surged, Tian Xu did not have time to even make a move and was pierced into a 

sieve by Ye Yuan! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2405: Devastating the Divine Children Legion! 

In an instant, it was as if the air solidified. 

The battle that was originally fighting until the sky was rent asunder and the earth split open, suddenly 

came to a stop. 

Both sides stopped at once. 

Everyone looked at Ye Yuan’s side,being shocked to the extreme. 
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Their chief commander, an existence close to invincible beneath Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm, was 

actually one-shotted in a single exchange? 

It turned out that Ye Yuan did not use his full strength previously. 

His True Nirvana Sword Formation was not even integrated with spacetime law. 

Dealing with Tian Xu, Ye Yuan fused spatial source inside, and the power immediately increased several 

levels! 

One had to know, before Ye Yuan went to the spacetime turbulence, his strength already crushed Wan 

Zhen and the rest. 

Now, returning domineeringly, his spacetime law already reached an elusive realm. 

Dealing with a mere peak Eight-marks Heavenly Dao Realm was seriously nothing much. 

Forget that Tian Xu was not a divine child, even if he was a divine child, it would not be hard for Ye Yuan 

to kill him too! 

“Chief Commander!” 

“This isn’t possible! How can Chief Commander be ... dead before unleashing a single move?” 

“Aren’t humans all a bunch of ants? Why is he so strong?” 

... ... 

The moment Ye Yuan made his move, the impact that it dealt to the Divine Children Legion was seriously 

too strong. 

The strongest person in their legion was one-shotted by Ye Yuan! 

Before this, any one of them could easily kill same-rank humans when they took action. 

But now, what kind of situation was this. 

Especially Nineorigin, his two eyes became wide-saucers, somewhat wondering whether he saw wrongly 

or not. 

Was this horrifying to the extreme major power before his eyes, really that young man who stood in 

front of him back then, and yelled out, “Why would I, Ye Yuan, fear a fight”? 

How lowly was he at that time? 

But after a thousand years, this lowly youth already became a top major power that left him dead in the 

water. 

He touched his heart and felt that he already regarded Ye Yuan highly enough. But only at the end did 

he discover to his dismay that he still underestimated Ye Yuan! 

No way! Allowing him to continue growing unchecked, he’ll definitely be my divine race’s mortal 

calamity! Got to hold him back! After the three Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouses come, 

he’ll be dead for sure! Nineorigin shouted in his heart. 



Thinking up to here, he had no more thoughts in his heart and roared angrily, “What are you all still in a 

daze for? Everyone, attack together! Avenge Chief Commander! Kill this guy, at all costs!” 

This voice immediately shattered the brief stasis. 

All of the divine children were immediately startled awake. 

Tian Xu’s prestige was extremely high in the Divine Children Legion. Nineorigin’s shout immediately 

aroused their fighting spirit. 

Hence, the divine children pounced over toward Ye Yuan without heed for their lives. 

They completely disregarded casualties, each and every one killing until their eyes turned red, only 

wanting Ye Yuan’s life. 

As for the army behind Ye Yuan, they did not care about it at all anymore. 

In virtually an instant, Ye Yuan’s pressure suddenly increased! 

When 200 thousand Divine Children Legion pounced on a person at the same time, the combat power 

practically already closed in on Deva Second Blight. 

A threat of death immediately rushed over. 

But Ye Yuan was not alarmed when he saw this situation, but happy instead. 

What he wanted was this kind of feeling! 

Only a fight between life and death could stimulate his potential! 

Furthermore, him sharing other people’s pressure, the others could also get corresponding training! 

If let the others clash head-on with the Divine Children Legion, that would be a one-sided slaughter and 

not training anymore. 

Although unpredictable children were strong, facing the well-trained Divine Children Legion, they still 

fell short by a lot. 

Let alone that they were even at a disadvantage in numbers. 

This situation in front of them could be said to be the most ideal state already. 

Facing the Divine Children Legion’s frenzied assault, Ye Yuan could not hide his strength anymore. 

The complete version of the True Nirvana Sword Formation was fully released! 

In an instant, the entire battlefield seemed to have fallen into Ye Yuan’s tempo. 

The profound sword formation law reverberated back and forth inside the sword formation, the power 

terrifying to the extreme. 

However, the Divine Children Legion’s frenzied attacks similarly could not be underestimated. 

The divine race only cultivated Heavenly Dao, they brought the coercion of Great Dao to contend with 

Ye Yuan. 



One person’s strength might not be much, but 200 thousand people added together, it was terrifying. 

Inside the sword formation, intense rumbling sounds erupted. 

The entire battlefield already became an utter mess. 

The forest in a radius of 100 thousand miles was long already razed to the ground. 

But the more they fought, the more alarmed the Divine Children Legion became! 

Ye Yuan’s combat power was simply hair-raisingly strong! 

Him alone, practically shouldered close to half of the entire Divine Children Legion’s offensive power. 

It was equivalent to him alone blocking half of the Divine Children Legion. 

How could this sort of thing happen in reality? 

If Ye Yuan was Deva Realm, then forget it. 

But Ye Yuan was just a Heavenly Emperor Realm martial artist! 

They did not dare to believe that this sort of thing was actually real. 

Yet, it was happening before their eyes. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s sword formation made them want to vomit blood very much. 

The advantage of numbers was diminished to the extreme by the True Nirvana Sword Formation. 

It was impossible for them to want to deal with Ye Yuan like dealing with that Deva Second Blight 

powerhouse! 

When those divine children arrived before Ye Yuan, they would be divided naturally by the sword 

formation, unable to form a powerful cohesive force at all. 

Even for the current Ye Yuan, if he clashed head-on with the Divine Children Legion, it would be the 

outcome of certain death too. 

Hence, he naturally would not be so silly. 

However, the Nineorigin in the Divine Children Legion, the shock in his heart grew even stronger. 

He was already unable to describe the feelings in his heart! 

Ye Yuan’s means of one-shotting Tian Xu was actually still not his full strength! 

This guy actually cultivated Sword Dao source, Formation Dao source, as well as spacetime law, to such 

a horrifying realm at the same time. 

This kind of thing was simply too heaven-defying! 

Of course, Ye Yuan himself would not be relaxed too. 



The Divine Children Legion was well-trained and extremely cohesive; far from what the human army 

could compare to. 

The extremely tragic battle still caused him significant injuries. 

Even with his current strength, these divine children were very hard to kill too. 

Fortunately, he was extremely tenacious and not afraid of a battle of attrition. 

This was a fierce battle, true for the Divine Children Legion, and similarly the same for Ye Yuan! 

It was just that Ye Yuan did not know that danger was currently slowly approaching! 

... ... 

Extremely far away, three streaks of flowing light actually met together without prior agreement. 

“Mn? Tian Zhao, Li Qing, you guys actually came too! Looks like Tian Xu that kid ran into a considerable 

problem!” 

The one speaking was the Profound Lineage’s Nine-marks powerhouse, Yuan Zhen. This person was 

precisely a divine son of the same period as Nineorigin! 

At present, he already entered the realm of Nine-marks, looking down on the world, becoming a 

Profound Lineage ancestor-class powerhouse. 

His strength was much stronger than even Deva First Blight, closing in on Deva Second Blight! 

As for the other two, Tian Zhao and Li Qing, they were respectively the Heaven Lineage and Yellow 

Lineage’s Nine-marks powerhouses. Their strength similarly should not be underestimated. 

These three people gathering together would absolutely be a nightmare to the Ye Yuan who fell into a 

fierce fight. 

“Yuan Zhen, you actually came too! Looks like the Divine Children Legion really met its match this time. 

We need to hurry up! The Divine Children Legion is an important army for suppressing the world, 

nothing must happen!” Tian Zhao also said with a slightly dark look. 

The other two deeply felt that way too and said, “Can’t delay anymore. Hurry up!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2406: Battling Three Great Nine-marks Powerhouses Alone! 

After a fierce battle, both sides suffered heavy casualties. 

Of course, the losses of the Divine Children Legion were more miserable. 

After more than half a day, the combat power that the Divine Children Legion lost was already several 

tens of thousands! 

This scale of loss was the first time in the history of the Divine Children Legion. 

Everyone wanted to kill Ye Yuan, but the final results were their own deaths. 
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Ye Yuan’s True Nirvana Sword Formation was like a bottomless hole, continuously devouring the lives of 

the divine children. 

Presently, Ye Yuan alone already killed close to ten thousand divine children, but he himself stood firm 

like a mountain. 

Nineorigin wandered outside of the sword formation, screaming frantically in his heart, hoping for those 

three great Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realms to arrive as soon as possible. 

At this time, he was virtually passing each second as if it was a year! 

Seeing one companion after another die in front of him, he was almost going insane. 

Of course, along with the passage of time, the effect of the sneak attack was already lost. 

Under the positional warfare, their casualties started to intensify. 

In a short half a day’s time, the army of 100 thousand people already lost close to 20 thousand people. 

A loss of this scale was still because Ye Yuan contained the vast majority of the military force. 

Pang Zhen and the rest became more and more terrified as they fought. Only now did they know how 

strong the divine race’s combat power was. 

Looking at the Ye Yuan who was shuttling back and forth indeterminately inside the army, they could 

not help but admire. 

If not for Ye Yuan, even if they could find this place, even if they ambushed, it would likely be the 

outcome of complete annihilation too. 

This point was not worth the slightest doubt. 

But they also discovered that this battle fighting until now, even though the casualties were heavy, the 

casualties were gradually decreasing. 

Some unpredictable children already made considerable improvement after experiencing a tragic battle. 

Indeed as Ye Yuan said, a battle at one’s limit was the fastest way to increase one’s strength! 

As long as they survived this battle, this human army would become an elite division! 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan’s expression changed. 

He sensed that several powerful auras were moving quickly to this side. 

This shock was by no means insignificant. 

These few auras were very powerful, virtually arriving in an instant. 

When Yuan Zhen three people rushed over and saw this miserable scene, they were also dumbstruck 

with shock. 

They had never thought that the Divine Children Legion would actually be forced to such an extent! 

This Divine Children Legion before their eyes was already close to half lost. 



The army of over 200 thousand was only left with 120 to 130 thousand people already. 

It could be seen how strong this battle’s opponents were! 

“Where did this human army pop out from? How can they be so strong?” Tian Zhao said in shock. 

Yuan Zhen’s gaze turned slightly dark and he said, “Looks like we underestimated the humans! However, 

Tian Xu is actually not in the army. Could it be that ... he actually fell?” 

The moment the two people looked, they indeed did not find Tian Xu, and could not help being shocked. 

The piece of intel was sent by Tian Xu, but Tian Xu was no longer in the army. 

Then there was only one possibility. Tian Xu already died! 

But the army was still there and the commander was already dead. 

This kind of situation was really too surprising. 

Yuan Zhen’s gaze suddenly fell on Ye Yuan and his pupils could not help constricting. 

“That human restrained close to half of the military might by himself, truly terrifying! Tian Xu probably 

called us here for him! I really didn’t think that the humans actually had such a terrifying genius!” Yuan 

Zhen exclaimed. 

But right at this time, Nineorigin finally discovered these three people and was immediately overcome 

with joy, calling out in a loud voice, “Lord Yuan Zhen, Commander Tian Xu has already been killed by Ye 

Yuan! This boy’s talent is too monstrous. We definitely can’t let him live! Three excellencies, please take 

action and kill this guy!” 

Yuan Zhen’s eyes turned slightly grim and he said with a nod, “Understood! Tian Zhao, Li Qing, attack 

together and kill this boy!” 

At the same time with him being shocked, Yuan Zhen’s apprehension toward Ye Yuan also became 

extremely strong. 

He already saw through that Ye Yuan’s sword formation contained four kinds of terrifying power of laws. 

Furthermore, all of them practically reached the level of rank two source. 

This kind of talent was simply too inconceivable. 

How could this sort of person be left on this earth? 

Boom! 

Yuan Zhen released his aura, the pressure of Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm suddenly spread out. 

Only then did many unpredictable children notice Yuan Zhen three people. Their expressions 

immediately changed wildly. 

“Lord Saint Azure, things are bad! Three Nine-marks powerhouses actually came from the divine race! 

This place isn’t suitable to stay for long. Let’s hurry up and retreat!” Wan Zhen exclaimed. 



Suddenly, Ye Yuan yelled out, “All hold steady for me! It’s already too late to retreat now. It will only 

cause more casualties! Leave these three people to me! Wan Zhen, Pang Zhen, the Divine Children 

Legion will be left to you all!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly turned into nothingness. 

When he appeared again, he was already facing Yuan Zhen. 

Rumble! 

In virtually a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan already clashed with the three people. 

A single rumble made everyone present extremely shocked. 

Ye Yuan was actually completely unscathed under the pincer-attack of the three great Nine-marks 

powerhouses! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan came and went as he pleased. 

If he wanted to go, nobody could keep him at all. 

It was easy for him to leave, but it would not be that easy for the other unpredictable children to want 

to leave. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan did not leave! 

Wan Zhen and Pang Zhen were all sensible people. One looked and they knew what was going on. 

This sudden turn of events was what everyone did not expect. 

But Ye Yuan’s action made them inexplicably moved. 

He alone blocked more than half of the pressure! 

Wan Zhen said in a clear voice, “Brothers, hold on for me! Lord Saint Azure fought dauntlessly in a 

bloody battle for us. So we can’t hold him back either! The Divine Children Legion is merely like this. 

Let’s kill!” 

“Kill!” 

“Kill!” 

“Kill!” 

... ... 

For some time, the human army was greatly encouraged and erupted with a powerful combat strength. 

However, the moment Ye Yuan left, the Divine Children Legion’s combat power was instantly liberated. 

Their combat strength suddenly increased by a huge margin. 

In virtually an instant, both sides’ fighting escalated again. 

The battle became even more miserable. 



While on Ye Yuan’s side, Ye Yuan actually blocked three great Nine-marks powerhouses with his power 

alone! 

And among them, there was even a true divine child, Yuan Zhen! 

Although these three people just entered Nine-marks, their combat power already closed in on Deva 

Second Blight. 

But even so, Ye Yuan’s True Nirvana Sword Formation still resisted them stubbornly. 

“Blazing Flame Heavenly Pit!” 

“True Martial Universe!” 

“Taiyi Heaven Seal!” 

Yuan Zhen three people did not hesitate in the slightest, unleashing powerful moves. 

But when they faced off against Ye Yuan, they felt like they had fallen into a quagmire. 

The vortex of spacetime law greatly reduced the power of their formidable moves. 

The more the three fought, the more shocked they became! 

A mere human late-stage Heavenly Emperor martial artist actually jumped realms and blocked the 

teaming-up of three great Nine-marks powerhouses? 

When Nineorigin saw this scene, he was shocked until he was staring dumbfoundedly with his mouth 

agape. 

To the divine race, Eight-marks to Nine-marks was a heavenly chasm! 

This heavenly chasm was far from what Ninth Firmament Heavenly Emperor to Deva First Blight could 

compare to. 

But crossing this heavenly chasm, it was tantamount to standing on top of the summit, and one could 

roam the world unhindered! 

Even if a powerhouse who just entered Nine-marks faced off against a Deva First Blight, it was virtually 

rolling them over too! 

But now, Ye Yuan actually blocked the teaming-up of three great Nine-marks powerhouses with his 

power alone? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2407: Heavenly Dao True Martial! 

“Our divine race only cultivates Heavenly Dao, and fights the enemy with the power of Heavenly Dao! 

But the Heavenly Dao contained within this sword formation is actually much stronger than me! How 

can the human race have such a monstrous person?” While fighting fiercely, Yuan Zhen’s heart shook 

wildly. 

Heavenly Dao was the foundation of all things, towering above laws! 
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As the saying went, Dao gave birth to one, one birthed two, two birthed three, three birthed all things. 

Heavenly Dao was the root of everything. 

The divine race enjoyed exceptional advantages in cultivation innately. Their combat power was several 

times that of other races of the same rank. 

But now, they were actually beaten by a human junior! 

How could they not be surprised by such a thing? 

“No wonder Tian Xu called us over so anxiously. If this boy doesn’t die, he’ll be my divine race’s mortal 

calamity!” Li Qing also said. 

“His injuries aren’t light. Take his life while he’s injured!” Tian Zhao also said. 

After the shock, a strong killing intent surged in the three people’s hearts. 

The sense of danger that Ye Yuan gave them was too strong. 

What was even scarier was that Ye Yuan was currently still entering the battle with injuries. 

If Ye Yuan was not killed today, after he grew up, he would become even more terrifying. 

He might bring indelible damage to the divine race. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan must be nipped in the bud. 

The three people’s auras increased tremendously. 

Previously, they still more or less harbored slight underestimation of Ye Yuan and were holding back to 

some extent. 

This time, they were going all out! 

Yuan Zhen looked at Ye Yuan, his eyes full of indifference as he said, “Boy, you’re very good, you can 

even match ancient human powerhouses already! Being able to force me to use this move, you can be 

sufficiently proud!” 

“Celestial Avatar!” 

Yuan Zhen roared fiercely, the nine Dark marks on his body suddenly became extremely dazzling. 

His body expanded rapidly at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

Very soon, he expanded to three times his original size, becoming a big and tall giant. 

The explosive power that surged from his body made everyone’s faces change drastically. 

When Nineorigin saw this scene, he could not help laughing wildly as he said, “Hahaha … Celestial 

Avatar! Lord Yuan Zhen’s Heavenly Dao True Martial! He finally used this move! Ye Yuan, you’re dead for 

sure!” 



He and Yuan Zhen competed for the position of divine children at the same time. At that time, Yuan 

Zhen relied on this move to sweep away his opponents in the same generation and to establish his 

position of divine son in one stroke. 

This move borrowed the power of Heavenly Dao to strengthen one’s physical body. 

The divine race merged body and spirit. Their physical bodies were extremely powerful to begin with. 

Even if it was inferior to Ye Yuan’s perfect ninth transformation, it was also not far off. 

But this move could borrow the power of Heavenly Dao to break the shackles of the physical body, 

making one’s strength skyrocket dozens of times all at once! 

This kind of level already surpassed the category of the nine transformations, and reached the level of 

Dao! 

That kind of explosive power made people tremble. 

Being able to become a divine child, each one had formidable combat power. 

The true power of the divine race, apart from Tian Qing, was accumulated by precisely the divine 

children of the past. 

Heavenly Dao True Martial, as the name suggested, it was a powerful martial art created by borrowing 

the power of Heavenly Dao. 

The power was simply unimaginable! 

The divine race looked down on all races, what they relied on was also precisely Heavenly Dao True 

Martial! 

Once Heavenly Dao True Martial was exhibited, it could break through the limits of one’s body, reaching 

the level of Dao. 

Furthermore, one was only qualified to comprehend Heavenly Dao True Martial after reaching Nine-

marks Heavenly Dao Realm as well. 

Back then, when Ye Yuan battled divine son Xin, if the other party had comprehended a Heavenly Dao 

True Martial, Ye Yuan absolutely would not have won that easily. 

“W-What powerful strength! The power of the fleshy body can actually reach such a terrifying extent?” 

“I finally understand why Lord Profound Secrets they all are so wary of the divine race!” 

“Turns out that we never encountered the divine race’s true powerhouses! Nine-marks Heavenly Dao 

Realm is when they are truly terrifying!” 

… … 

On the human army’s side, the faces of the group of unpredictable children turned ashen, being deeply 

shocked by Yuan Zhen’s might. 

Only at this time did they understand what right the divine race had to dominate the Heavenspan 

World! 



Who could block this level of power? 

This was still just an initial-stage Nine-marks powerhouse. Once a peak Nine-marks powerhouse 

executed Heavenly Dao True Martial, what kind of degree would that strength soar to? 

Today, under Ye Yuan’s compulsion, they finally witnessed the true divine race! 

Heavenly Dao True Martial, this name that was unfamiliar but also incomparably powerful to the human 

race, appeared on the stage of history. 

Even Ye Yuan’s expression became incomparably serious too when he saw Celestial Avatar this move. 

It was also his first time witnessing the divine race’s true power. 

It was impossible for his perfect nine transformations golden body to reach such terrifying power too. 

“Heavenly Dao True Martial is it? Just what kind of terrifying battle did Shang Hang they all experience 

back then?” Ye Yuan could not help as he said with a rueful sigh. 

Ye Yuan had always heard that the divine race was strong, but in his eyes, the divine race was merely so-

so. 

Shang Hang as the Grand Ancestor Spacetime, he comprehended space and time, two great supreme 

laws. His combat power was extremely terrifying. 

Even if the other grand ancestors’ strength was not as good as Shang Hang’s, they were definitely 

extremely terrifying too. 

But 18 grand ancestors, there was actually not a single one who survived. 

It was not just that. Among the Fifth Blight and Fourth Blight powerhouses back then, less than one in 

ten was still alive. 

What right did the divine race have? 

Today, he finally understood! 

A puny little Yuan Zhen was so terrifying after using Heavenly Dao True Martial, then what about Tian 

Qing? 

Ye Yuan swallowed a medicinal pill, stared at Yuan Zhen, and said with surging fighting intent, “Heavenly 

Dao True Martial, is it? Then I’ll take a look at how strong the divine race’s true combat strength is!” 

“Hahaha, you’ll experience it very soon! My divine race is invincible in the world!” 

Yuan Zhen gave a loud laugh, waved his enormous arm, and smashed a fist over! 

An unremarkable punch, without any flashiness. 

But this punch gave people a feeling of obliterating heaven and decimating the earth. 

Without the slightest sound of a tear through the air, no earth-shattering explosions. 

It was as if everything reached the boundary of returning to one’s original simplicity. 



Although it was plain, no one felt that this punch was not strong. 

When the two came to blows, it would be an earth-shattering moment! 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out and beckoned. The True Nirvana Sword Formation suddenly lit up. 

This time, he did not hold back at all, urging the True Nirvana Sword Formation to the limit. 

Boom! 

One strike, the True Nirvana Sword Formation collapsed and dissipated with a loud bang. Ye Yuan’s 

figure flew out backward, fresh blood hurling wildly from his mouth, already adding injuries on top of 

injuries. 

Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm plus Heavenly Dao True Martial, the power was formidably strong! 

Since Ye Yuan created the True Nirvana Sword Formation, he had virtually yet to taste a single defeat, 

But today, he lost! 

The giant Yuan Zhen was high up in the air proudly as if he was really a celestial deity who represented 

Heavenly Dao. 

“Heavenly Dao True Martial, what it represents is the power of Heavenly Dao, towering above laws! 

Time law is fine, spatial law too, they can all be ignored! Young man, being able to receive my Heavenly 

Dao True Martial’s one punch and not die, you’re really very strong! If you can reach Deva Realm, 

probably even I won’t be a match too! Therefore, you must die today!” 

Done talking, he turned to Tian Zhao and Li Qing, and said, “Attack together! Kill him, and don’t give him 

any chance!” 

In front of Yuan Zhen, the two of them paled much more in comparison. 

But they were also Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouses no matter what. Their strength was 

naturally extraordinary. 

The three people attacked together, not giving Ye Yuan any chance at all! 

His life and death were hanging by a thread! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2408: Sword of Spacetime! 

“How can this be? If Saint Azure dies, wouldn’t our human race’s hope be all shattered?” 

Wan Zhen’s face was full of despair. 

Ye Yuan was the human race’s only hope. If he died, this Doomsday Battle would no longer have any 

hope. 

He never thought that Nine-marks powerhouses actually still had Heavenly Dao True Martial this kind of 

heaven-defying martial art. 

But now, facing Yuan Zhen three people’s fatal blow, he felt that he was so powerless. 
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Three powerful to the extreme auras rushed toward the already seriously injured Ye Yuan. 

Especially Yuan Zhen, that explosive momentum was almost making this mountain and river crumble 

apart. 

If his punch landed solidly, there was no possibility of surviving at all. 

Bang, bang, bang ... 

The three people did not stay at the rear in the slightest, unleashing a wanton bombardment toward Ye 

Yuan. 

How horrifying was the power of Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm? 

The space that Ye Yuan was standing at, was reduced to fragments. 

Everything there was completely annihilated! 

People were simply unable to imagine what could still survive in the face of such power. 

Everything was over! 

“Hahaha ... Being able to let me run into this boy today, it’s also my divine race’s destiny that made it 

so! The myriad races ought to be destroyed and the divine race should prosper!” Yuan Zhen said with a 

loud laugh. 

Killing Ye Yuan, he felt incomparably delighted in his heart. 

Such a genius dying at his hands was equivalent to throttling the hope of the rise of the human race. 

As long as there was no longer Grand Ancestor Spacetime that kind of heaven-defying powerhouse who 

appeared, it was simply impossible for the myriad races to have any hope of victory. 

“Lord Yuan Zhen is mighty!” 

“Lord Yuan Zhen is mighty!” 

“Lord Yuan Zhen is mighty!” 

... ... 

With Ye Yuan being killed, the divine race’s morale was greatly boosted, and the human army’s morale 

was greatly reduced. 

For some time, the two armies’ battle situation was greatly reversed. 

The humans’ casualties started to grow bigger and bigger. 

Yuan Zhen laughed loudly and said, “Nineorigin, dispose these trash as soon as possible! This army 

should be the human race’s elite division, each person’s law comprehensions are all very high! Don’t let 

a single one of these people get away!” 

Nineorigin was overjoyed and said, “Yes, Lord Yuan Zhen!” 



Although he knew that this army was not ordinary, Yuan Zhen, this level of powerhouse, was disdainful 

to take action against them at all. 

Yuan Zhen patted his hands and said coolly, “Alright. Now that this is done, we still have other things to 

do and will leave first. This place will be left to you!” 

As he was speaking, all of them were about to leave. 

“The battle isn’t over yet and you’re leaving now?” 

But right then, inside the shattered void, a voice suddenly came out. 

Everyone’s expression changed. 

It was impossible for the voice emitting from there to be someone else, it could only be Ye Yuan! 

He actually did not die? 

Everyone followed the voice and looked over, only to see a figure slowly walking over. 

When the human army saw Ye Yuan, they were immediately wildly ecstatic. 

“Hahaha, didn’t die! Lord Saint Azure didn’t die!” 

“With him around, we have hope!” 

... ... 

Each step that he took, the imposing momentum on his body grew a fraction stronger! 

Heaven and earth spiritual energy that blotted out the skies and covered the earth engulfed everything 

and swept over. 

Ye Yuan’s imposing momentum rose steadily up, getting stronger and stronger. 

Over the years, Ye Yuan’s comprehension of laws became more and more unfathomable. 

But he did not deliberately cultivate his cultivation realm. 

Now, his rich accumulations erupted. Under Yuan Zhen three people’s stimulation, he broke through 

once more! 

When Yuan Zhen saw this scene, his expression could not help changing wildly and he said in a solemn 

voice, “How is that possible? Under that kind of situation, even the human race’s Deva Second Blight 

would have been killed by me too! You actually didn’t die?!” 

As Ye Yuan broke through his realm, he said nonchalantly, “Heavenly Dao True Martial is indeed 

powerful, but you probably have some misunderstanding about one thing. You all are only borrowing 

the power of Heavenly Dao, and are not the Heavenly Dao that towers above all life! In front of 

Heavenly Dao, you all are still just ants. Space and time laws are similarly a party of Heavenly Dao! The 

human race and the divine race, it’s just that the cultivation system is different. There’s no distinction 

between lowliness and nobleness. But you regard yourself as infallible and feel that you can ignore 

spacetime law? What a joke!” 



Yuan Zhen’s gaze turned dark and he said in a cold voice, “Humph! The divine race is paramount and 

represents Heavenly Dao. How can it be understandable by you, this sort of ant? Since you’re not dead, 

then I’ll just kill you again!” 

As he said, the moment his aura released, he rushed up once more. 

The oppressive power erupted again! 

Ye Yuan was firm as a rock, still walking forward slowly. It was just that his right hand reached out and 

he said coolly, “Come, sword!” 

In an instant, countless light dots condensed from all directions, finally condensing to become a pale-

yellow light sword. 

This sword actually gave people a feeling of wispy and etherealness. 

But Yuan Zhen paid no attention to it. Ye Yuan’s breakthrough was not complete yet. So how could a 

single sword of source do anything to him? 

This punch still burst out! 

“Go!” 

Ye Yuan formed a seal with his hand, the light sword tore through the air. 

This sword came mistily. 

At first, Yuan Zhen did not care at all, and actually planned on extending his hand to go and grab the 

light sword! 

With his current bodily strength, he could crush ordinary Dao artifacts too! 

But very soon, his expression changed wildly. 

The sword had yet to arrive and the sharp sword energy already made him unable to open his eyes. 

The sharpness of this sword seemed to be able to sever heaven and earth. 

At this time, how could he still care about killing Ye Yuan? He forcefully twisted his body in the air, 

wanting to avoid this sword. 

People should not look at how his body was extremely huge. Actually, his movements were unbelievably 

agile. 

His body made a strange twist, the light sword brushed past his body. 

A few strands of hair floated down, already chopped off by the sword energy. 

Yuan Zhen’s heart shook wildly. Just now, just a bit more and he would have been decapitated! 

This sword was too sharp! 

How could this sword be so sharp? 

Ordinary swords, he would not pay attention to them at all. 



Even if it was a sword of source, he could wrestle it with his bare hands too. 

But that sword earlier, it had clearly already exceeded the scope of source swords. 

He did not doubt in the slightest that if he went to grab it with his bare hands, it would definitely have 

been sliced in half! 

How could this be? 

He had fought with Ye Yuan’s True Nirvana Sword Formation previously and did not have misgivings 

about Ye Yuan’s swords at all. 

But now, just a condensed light sword was actually so sharp! 

“This ... How is this possible? Just what the hell is this sword?” Yuan Zhen said in surprise. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Didn’t you say that Heavenly Dao True Martial can ignore laws? Thanks to you, I 

fused time, space, sword, three great sources, and comprehended this move, Sword of Spacetime! You 

can give it a try whether you can ignore it or not!” 

“What did you say? You ... fused time, space, sword, three great laws?” Yuan Zhen somewhat doubted 

whether he heard wrongly or not. 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s hearts shook wildly. 

Fusing time, space, and sword, three great source laws, could this sort of thing really be what human 

strength could accomplish? 

Fusing the power of laws was originally an extremely difficult thing. 

Furthermore, the higher the level of laws, the greater the difficulty of fusion. 

The fusion of space and time, two great laws, could be said to be the most difficult fusion in this world! 

But fusing time, space, and sword, three great laws, this difficulty was simply unable to use words to 

describe. 

If one had to insist on using words to describe it, then there was only one word —- impossible! 

But Ye Yuan actually did it! 

True Nirvana Sword Formation was just a move that Ye Yuan created with several great source laws as 

the foundation, and not a fusion. 

What Ye Yuan truly fused in the past were only spatial law and sword law. 

But now, Ye Yuan actually fused three great laws! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2409: Eradicating Nine-marks with Ease! 

Sword of Spacetime, it could annihilate spacetime! 

It could even annihilate spacetime; let alone people? 
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How could the sharpness of this sword be what human strength could block? 

Even on the humans’ side, each and every one of them, their hearts shook wildly too. 

This sword of source looked not much different from before, but it was actually a terrifying existence 

that fused three great laws! 

Wan Zhen said in shock, “The fusion of time and spatial laws is a hundred times harder than fusing the 

Five Element Laws! Lord Saint Azure’s talent is truly too terrifying!” 

Pang Zhen also said, “Fusing time and spatial laws, that is nothing. After all, Grand Ancestor Spacetime 

had once done it before too! But, fusing time, space, and sword, these three great laws, and creating 

this Sword of Spacetime move, it’s terrifying!” 

“Lord Saint Azure is mighty! No wonder he said, if people don’t force themselves, they really won’t know 

how great their potential is at times! In this battle, I also gained a lot. After going back, I’ll definitely 

have breakthroughs!” 

The others nodded one after another, agreeing with this. 

The struggle between life and death was best at stimulating potential. 

Many companions died in this battle. 

But those who survived would benefit endlessly! 

None of those present were mediocre people. Each one was a proud child of heaven. 

After a bout of fierce fighting, they already benefited a lot. 

After going back, as long as they calmed down and tried to digest their gains, they would definitely make 

huge breakthroughs. 

Of course, no matter how big the breakthrough, it also would not be able to compare to Ye Yuan fusing 

three great laws! 

Ye Yuan’s aura was still rising, already approaching peak World Realm. 

Yuan Zhen’s expression was ugly to the extreme. 

He was still mocking Ye Yuan previously, saying that his Heavenly Dao True Martial could ignore 

spacetime law. 

But now, facing the Sword of Spacetime that was condensed from spacetime law, he was unbelievably 

fearful! 

This sword was a sword that could cleave his Celestial Avatar in two! 

Its sharpness was already unable to use words to describe. 

“Still in a daze for what? Attack together! Take advantage of the fact that he hasn’t broken through yet 

and kill him! Use the Lesser Three Origin Formation!” Yuan Zhen roared loudly. 



Tian Zhao and Li Qing received the order and formed a horn-shaped formation with Yuan Zhen. The 

three people’s auras immediately rose significantly. 

This Lesser Three Origin Formation could actually enhance the strength of Nine-marks powerhouses! 

However, when Ye Yuan saw this scene, he laughed. 

“Looks like your divine race is also advancing with the times! This array formation is quite profound. It’s 

just that you guys don’t know that I’m the ancestor of this array formation! Forming this array formation 

in front of me, you guys are displaying your slight skill before an expert!” 

The divine race advocated individual combat power and did not have much awareness of group combat. 

But now, when the divine race came into being again, they changed a lot. 

This Divine Children Legion’s fighting will was powerhouse, their warriors cooperated with each other 

tacitly. They had clearly undergone strict training. 

While Yuan Zhen, this kind of Nine-marks major power, could actually use this Lesser Three Origin 

Formation to this level, it also made people’s jaws drop. 

Clearly, they had grasped the lesson of the last defeat in the Doomsday Battle. They learned a lot from 

the myriad races. 

This Lesser Three Origin Formation was one of them! 

But the reason why Ye Yuan laughed was that he saw too many of his own Formation Dao signs in this 

Lesser Three Origin Formation! 

The 18 inheritance grand arrays that he left behind had the inheritance of Formation Dao. 

This Lesser Three Origin Formation of the divine race, although it was very advanced, it was clearly 

secretly learned from the humans. 

Ye Yuan saw it clearly at a glance. 

It was just that how could Yuan Zhen they all know that the existence who influenced the direction of 

the Doomsday Battle an epoch ago was precisely this young man in front of them! 

And the things that they secretly learned had also evolved from precisely the inheritances that Ye Yuan 

left behind. 

“Heh heh, truly a shameless boasting fellow! The Lesser Three Origin Formation was created by my 

divine race’s Formation Path Master, Fei Liu, what has it got to do with you? To talk about ancestors, 

Master Fei Liu being your ancestor is adequate!” Yuan Zhen could not help saying with a cold laugh 

when he heard that. 

Ye Yuan did not answer, he just smiled faintly, lifted his fingertip, and said, “Sword of Spacetime, go!” 

Whoosh! 

Without any sound of tearing across the air, the Sword of Spacetime was sent out once again. 



In a blink, the Sword of Spacetime crossed a distance of 100 thousand feet and slashed accurately 

somewhere between the three people. 

Boom! 

The Lesser Three Origin Formation collapsed instantly! 

The three people’s skyrocketed aura also instantly dissipated without a trace, recovering to their 

previous state once again. 

Yuan Zhen’s eyes became wide-saucers, a look of disbelief on his face. 

In this epoch, Master Fei Liu studied the human race’s Formation Dao, and he had long already reached 

the level of rank five source! 

Even if Ye Yuan’s Formation Dao reached rank two Formation Dao, it was also impossible to crack the 

Lesser Three Origin Formation with one move, right? 

This Lesser Three Origin Formation was created by Master Fei Liu painstakingly. 

With three people as a small combat unit, it could greatly enhance the combat power of the divine race. 

To a powerhouse at the level of Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm, once they joined forces, then the 

combat power would definitely soar. 

Originally, their combat power was several times higher than that of humans. 

Once the Lesser Three Origin Formation was activated, the three of them working together, even if 

there were 20 human powerhouses, it would likely be hard to get close to. 

But such an array formation was actually cracked by Ye Yuan in a blink of an eye. 

This kind of thing was simply puzzling. 

They did not understand the hidden meaning in Ye Yuan’s words at all. 

They did not understand, but Wan Zhen and the rest were perfectly clear! 

The divine race secretly learned the human race’s Formation Dao but did not know that the human 

race’s terrifying Formation Dao later on, came entirely from Ye Yuan’s legacy. 

Although the things that the human race’s Grand Ancestor Formation Dao comprehended later on were 

already very different from Ye Yuan’s, in terms of the source, they came from the same root. 

Using the array formation that Ye Yuan passed down in front of Ye Yuan, wasn’t this teaching one’s 

grandmother how to suck eggs? 

And this scene also made Wan Zhen, Pang Zhen, and the rest, admire Ye Yuan even more. 

Lord Saint Azure’s influence on these ten billion years was seriously too far-reaching! 

The Formation Dao legacy that he left behind was secretly learned by the divine race! 

The Alchemy Dao legacy that he left behind was feared by the divine race! 



The spacetime legacy that he left behind exiled Progenitor Tian Qing in the turbulent flow of time and 

space for ten billion years! 

This kind of might already transmigrated time and space. It was too fantastical! 

“Sword of Spacetime, kill!” 

Just as everyone was shocked, Ye Yuan controlled the Sword of Spacetime again, charging over towards 

Tian Zhao. 

This sword was swift to the extreme. 

Tian Zhao’s expression changed wildly, wanting to avoid it madly. 

But, this sword already locked onto him, not giving him any chance to evade at all. 

He was not Yuan Zhen who could control a powerful physical body to avoid the Sword of Spacetime. 

Compared to Yuan Zhen, he was too weak! 

Puchi! 

Under the one sword, Tian Zhao was beheaded! 

A Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm powerhouse died just like this! 

Everyone started dumbfoundedly with their mouths agape, looking at this scene in incredible shock. 

A powerful Nine-marks powerhouse was killed by a Heavenly Emperor Realm human just like that? 

The Divine Children Legion’s warriors felt like their world views had been subverted. 

Nine-marks powerhouses had unparalleled combat power, one was actually leap-frogged and killed by a 

human! 

How could this kind of thing possibly happen? 

“L-Lord Tian Zhao died just like this?” 

“That human, he killed a Nine-marks powerhouse while breaking through his cultivation realm!” 

“When did humans become so monstrous? Could it be that our divine race isn’t the strongest?” 

... ... 

Many people started doubting life. 

The morale that the Divine Children Legion had just roused up earlier was immediately suppressed. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2410: Give You Ten Breaths! 

“Sword of Spacetime, go!” 

While everyone was still shocked, Ye Yuan struck again with a sword. 
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But this time, the target locked onto Li Qing! 

Yuan Zhen’s expression changed wildly, having the mind to save, but could not muster up the courage. 

What would he use to save? 

Li Qing felt that every hair on his body was standing up. He did not have time to think too much, turning 

tail and running. 

Except, the Sword of Spacetime was too fast, how could it give him the chance to flee? 

Swish! 

The light sword flashed past lightly, Li Qing was similarly decapitated. 

Yuan Zhen saw it clearly, the cuts on Li Qing and Tian Zhao’s wounds were extremely flat, not even a 

trace of blood flowed out. 

As if that place was sealed by some kind of mysterious power. 

He understood that this wound was blocked off by the power of spacetime, and would never heal. 

This kind of murdering method was far more terrifying than a blade wound. 

If Ye Yuan were to chop at a vital spot, it would directly kill. 

If it sliced his finger previously, then his finger would never be able to grow out anymore. 

Thinking up to here, Yuan Zhen finally gave rise to the thought of withdrawing. 

Staying here was just waiting for death! 

When the Divine Children Legion’s warriors saw this scene, each of them was dumbfounded with shock. 

Ye Yuan killed two great Nine-marks powerhouses as if chopping vegetables! 

When did Nine-marks powerhouses become so weak? 

No, wait. It was not that Nine-marks powerhouses were weak, but that Ye Yuan was too strong! 

Fusing three great power of laws, this sword move could virtually cut everything in the world! 

Just as everyone was in a state of disbelief, Ye Yuan’s imposing momentum suddenly withdrew, his 

realm being fixed at peak World Realm! 

He looked towards Yuan Zhen with a slight smile and said coolly, “Don’t your divine race call yourselves 

the messengers of Heavenly Dao, looking down on myriad races? Now, I’m going to jump realms and kill 

you! Give you ten breaths, whether or not you can escape will depend on your ability.” 

Then, he took out a bow and arrow unhurriedly. 

Limitless God Killing Bow! 

A surging power of Great Dao assaulted everyone’s minds. 



In the past, Ye Yuan’s realm was lacking and could not unleash the true power of a Dao artifact at all. 

Now, even though he did not reach Deva Realm yet, he already had strength comparable to Deva Realm. 

When he used the Limitless God Killing Bow again, the power long already could not be mentioned in 

the same breath! 

The power of a Dao artifact coupled with the Sword of Spacetime, it was simply ever-victorious! 

Seeing the Limitless God Killing Bow, Yuan Zhen’s pair of huge eyes almost popped out. 

The threat of death hit him head-on! 

Flee or not to flee? 

This was a difficult problem! 

If he fled, Ye Yuan’s words were too impudent. Where would his face as a divine child go? 

Not fleeing, the power of a Dao artifact plus the Sword of Spacetime, he would be simply powerless to 

resist it. 

Even if he used Heavenly Dao True Martial! 

This was really a huge irony! 

Ye Yuan actually said this kind of words to a Nine-marks divine son with Heavenly Emperor Realm. 

And he was actually still hesitating! 

But Wan Zhen and the rest had their faces flush red. 

This kind of heroic feeling really made people’s hot blood burn with righteous indignation! 

Ye Yuan’s sentence completely recovered their lost confidence! 

Before this, they were really wrecked by the divine children army. 

The Divine Children Legion’s might completely exceeded their imagination. 

If not for Ye Yuan, they completely would not have been able to imagine what this battle would have 

been like. 

“Hahaha ... Awesome! So what if they are of the divine race?” 

“As long as our power of laws reaches a certain realm, we can similarly look down on you!” 

“That lord Nine-marks, are you fighting or running?” 

... ... 

On the humans’ side, came endless ridiculing voices. 

Yuan Zhen kept harping that they were trash, ants, they were long already unhappy. 



But the strength that Yuan Zhen exhibited previously was too strong, making them not have the chance 

to say anything at all. 

But now, it was different. 

Ye Yuan saying this kind of word with the realm of Heavenly Emperor was really too satisfying and 

delightful! 

Listening to the taunting coming from over there, Yuan Zhen’s face became gloomy to the extreme. 

But on this side, Ye Yuan could not be bothered with his reaction, and he already started counting down. 

“Ten!” 

“Nine!” 

“Eight!” 

... ... 

Each count was like a death-hastening curse, striking on Yuan Zhen’s heart. 

Finally, when it counted down to seven, he could not stand it anymore and ran wildly! 

Nine-marks Heavenly Dao Realm coupled with Heavenly Dao True Martial, how fast was the speed? 

In virtually an instant, Yuan Zhen’s figure disappeared. 

It was as if Ye Yuan did not see it, still counting down. 

“Six!” 

“Five!” 

... ... 

His voice spread extremely far, no matter where Yuan Zhen ran to, it could reach his ears accurately. 

The laws of time and space were no joke. 

This kind of method to transmit one’s voice through space was not considered very high-level. 

But when Yuan Zhen listened to it, it was totally not the case. 

These continuous countdowns were like claps of thunder, sounding out in his ears. 

Over these countless years, how many tens of millions of life-and-death battles had he experienced 

before? 

But not once did he feel so hopeless like now before. 

At this time, he wished that his parents had given him two more feet, so that he could run a little faster. 

He urged his physical body to the limit, trying to run a little faster. 

In reality, he ran fast enough too. 



But, he still felt that it was not fast enough! 

“Three!” 

“Two!” 

“One!” 

When he heard ‘one’, Yuan Zhen had already escaped no idea how far away from Ye Yuan. 

But these words still exploded in his ears! 

Then, he felt a terrifying aura erupt behind him. 

This aura drew closer and closer, and increasingly stronger! 

He desperately wanted to increase his speed, but that aura was still continuously closing in. 

Then, that aura disappeared. 

He discovered that he was still fine! 

“Hahaha ... I escaped! I escaped! Brat, scaring me is it? How can I, Yuan Zhen, die that easily?” 

He could not resist turning his head to take a look. 

All of a sudden, he froze. 

When he turned back, he saw his lower body! 

His body below his neck was already separated from his head! 

“I ... I died?” 

Then, his consciousness slowly became blurry. 

This sword was too fast, he did not feel pain at all and was already beheaded. 

Normally, this sword was not sufficient to be fatal. 

But, spacetime law seemed to isolate everything, cutting off all connections between his upper body 

and lower body. 

His life force was rapidly dissipating. 

Finally, it disappeared. 

Ye Yuan slowly retracted his bow. That appearance was like he had done something insignificant. 

The whole place was deathly silent. 

The powerful Heavenly Dao True Martial was actually defeated! 

Seven breaths of time were enough for Yuan Zhen to flee a distance of several tens of millions of miles. 

But Ye Yuan killed him with just one sword! 



Suffocatingly strong! 

The divine race never feared the human race. 

They were proud and arrogant! 

Even if they lost the Doomsday Battle to the humans, they also would not feel that they were worse 

than humans. 

But today, they felt terrified facing Ye Yuan! 

This human’s might already exceeded their understanding. 

Ye Yuan put away the Limitless God Killing Bow. Looking at the Divine Children Legion which covered the 

sky, he said coolly toward Wan Zhen and the others, “Stop looking, continue!” 

“Kill!” 

The Divine Children Legion was still in a daze when Wan Zhen and the others already roared loudly and 

charged over. 


